Windy Hill Sports Complex
Intermediate Golf Clinic Curriculum
Call 804-794-0010 to Register
5 HOURS OF PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION
For Just $125!!
Course Goals and Objectives: This course is designed for the golfer that has developed basic skills and can
play the game but would like to become more consistent and score better. We’ll cover all the facets of the
game and help you take your game to the next level!
Putting
Chipping/Pitching
Wedge Play/Iron Play
Trouble Shots/Bunker Play
Driver/Fairway Woods/Hybrids
Students will receive written weekly follow up on all advanced techniques discussed, demonstrated and
practiced during these hourly sessions.
We will utilize the latestV1 swing analysis and True Golf E6 Simulator software to analyze your swing
technique and provide corrections and drills to help you improve your ball striking.

Week #1 Swing Analysis
V1 Software Swing Analysis
True Golf Indoor Simulator Analysis
One on One Feedback
Swing Suggestions
Drills
Practice Plan

Week #3 Iron Play: 1 Hour
Advanced Techniques covering
Downhill and Uphill Lies
Shot Shaping
Specialty Shots
Backspin
Faults and Fixes

Week #2 Personalize Routine and Practice
Why a Routine?
Ingredients
Individual Drills
Strength and Weakness Evaluations
Practice Plan

Week #4: The Scoring Zone
Chips, Pitches and Putts
Getting it “Up and Down”
Drills from 100 Yards and In
Greenside and Fairway Sand Shots

Week #5 Tournament Play - Captains Choice 3 Hole Event
Take our new Techniques to the course

“Thanks again for your help! I’ve taken clinics before but never felt I
really got much out of them. I feel that you have taught me a lot, and
I'm gaining more confidence in my swing. I'm looking forward to
practicing now that I have a greater understanding of the mechanics”.
Pete P.

“I loved every session but particularly your segment on gaining
distance. I’m finally hitting the ball like I used to. And I thought it
was all age related! Thanks!”
Dayton M.

“All I can say is Thank you, Thank you, Thank you! My nemesis has
always been the short game. I used to waste a lot of strokes not being
able to get it close. Not anymore!!”
Martin D.

